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SISTER ZAYLIA  
H.O SOL. MICHAEL (JAX)  

All Praises to the Most High for 
having this opportunity and honor 
as a Daughter of Sarah to share 
what fruits of the spirit I am 
striving to plant and Lords Will it 
all harvest this year.  
All Praises to the Most High for my 
modern-day foremothers on this 
earth they are setting the 
righteous example for me to 
follow thus saith the Lord. What 
Am I Planting 
and 
Harvesting? 
New Year New 
Me with New 
Fruits. My 
name is Sister 
Zaylia from 
the H.O Sol 
Michael (Jax). 
After living 
overseas for 
over 10 years, 
we often 
travel to the 
states for the 
High Holy Days. Last year, we 
traveled to celebrate the Passover, 
and did not expect to be stuck in 
Babylon for over a year now.  I 
now see the Most High had other 
plans for my lord’s household 
man’s going are indeed of the 
Lord. Life is definitely different 
living in Babylon than overseas 
seemed from the time we landed 

on this soil the trials begun but we 
are enduring through the fire 
knowing this is how the Lord 
proves us. Will we continue to 
fight the good fight by standing on 
the word of God and having 
righteous brothers and sisters 
around us. We learn through 
experiences and one thing my lord 
has always said coming in the 
truth was the ultimate goal for his 

household is 
we will 
stand on the 
word of God 
regardless 
of the trials 
and 
tribulations. 
Being here 
in the states 
and being a 
part of a 

congregation has been a huge 
blessing. I am now able to 
celebrate the Feast days with 
family, learn more talents, and 
build upon the sisterhood. The 
seeds I have been planting, I can 
see now they are taking root and I 
am able to exhibit the fruits of the 
spirit. It feels like I am new in the 
truth since I’ve been here in 

WHAT ARE YOU PLANTING AND HARVESTING WTHIN YOURSELF       

The Fruits 

Of The 

Spirit Will 

Get Us To 

The 

Kingdom & 

The Lust 

Of The 

Flesh Will 

Get Us 

Death!  

What Will 

You Allow To 

Grow In 

Your 

Garden? 

 

"Let Us keep a Fresh Basket 

of Fruits and Allow No Bad Fruits 

in Your Garden”  

 

“Don't Allow Bad Fruit of the 

Flesh to Corrupt Your Spirit” 

 

 "Don't Allow Your Emotions To 

Dictate Your Actions" 
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W H A T  A R E  Y O U  P L A N T I N G  A N D  H A R V E S T I N G  W T H I N  

Y O U R S E L F  

 Babylon to be around family more, 
I am able to learn more. 
  
I am Planting and Harvesting the 
fruits of the spirit continually to 
see growth.  
 
Many have a physical garden 
where you plant seeds and wait 
for the harvest. Let us think of it 
spiritually. We have a spiritual 
garden in our mind. In our garden 
we need to plant seeds of good 
fruits and look forward to the 
harvest by putting in the required 
work in order for them to grow 
and take root in us.  
 
The same steps we take to care for 
our physical garden, let us have 
that same mindset to take care of 
our spiritual garden. 
Plan your garden layout? What 
fruits you want to plant and 
harvest.  
How do you cultivate your 
garden?  By studying the Word. 
How do you water it?  By 
understanding the Word. 
How do you nourish it? By 
applying The Word. 
 
It's a New Year and I started 
planting some New Fruits through 
self-examination. Lords Will the 
fruits of the spirit grows to harvest 
throughout the year.  I started 
looking in the mirror at myself 
more and focus less on what 

others are doing around me.  I 
planted love, long-suffering, 
humbleness, peace, joy, 
meekness, transparency, 
gentleness, and eloquent speech. I 
have got some work to put in to 
make them grow. I have each fruit 
on an index card with a scripture 
on my wall where I work and in 
my bible. I am striving to take one 
fruit a week and examine myself 
with a class. I am striving and 
determined to have the fruits 
manifest through the application 
of the word. Study Pray and Apply. 
When I started examining myself 
and seeing what else I actually like 
to do that will be beneficial to my 
lord’s household and the nation, I 
became less focused on the things 
I have no control over and cannot 
change.  I am learning how to put 
the fruits of the spirit into action 
by learning from the examples of 
our foremothers throughout the 
scriptures. Our foremother Judith 
exhibited meekness and peace, 
Esther gentleness and joy, 
Susanna long-suffering and faith  
 
My mindset is leaving the bad 
fruits the lust of the flesh behind 
me before Passover. I know bad 
fruit will try to find its way back 
into my garden, but I am striving 
to be a more consistent and 
diligent and not complacent in my 
reading studies and prayer Lords 
this will allow me not to feed the 

bad fruit of the flesh My mindset 
is the same way I have bad fruit 
physically in my kitchen, I threw it 
away. The same spiritually I must 
get rid of the bad fruit of my flesh. 
As women we play a very vital role 
in this truth physically and 
spiritually and within those roles, 
we still must maintain integrity of 
the fruits of the spirit. We must 
know our trigger points and work 
on them with actions by seeking 
counsel and applying the 
scriptures. If we are to exhibit the 
fruits of the spirit, we can't allow 
situations to get the best of us and 
pull us out of the spirit. 
 
Let us have the mindset this is a 
New Year to work on good fruits. 
Allow No one to offer or bring you 
bad fruit. Sisters let us be 
reminded of the Spirit and Flesh 
are always battling for the lead 
spot in our lives so who will we 
follow?  
 
We know when our garden is dry 
and needs water. We are 
commanded to examine 
ourselves, when we have a good 
garden, we are being a good 
example with works, charity and 
love for our nation and for self.  
Let us continue to plant and 
harvest in the fruits of the spirit. 
 
 
  

 


